
Crystal Drawings
Creating value transitions with watercolor pencils





Vocabulary
VALUE: The range of lights and darks in a picture. With colored pencil, different 
values  are  achieved through varying pressure. Pressing hard creates darker values, 
pressing lightly creates lighter values.

ANALOGOUS COLORS: A group of two or more colors that are next to or near 
each other on the color wheel. Analogous colors are similar: they have something  in 
common and can generally be mixed freely to create pleasing variations. Examples: 
Violet, red-violet, blue

COMPLEMENTARY COLORS: Complementary colors are opposite each other 
on the color wheel. They have nothing in common and will make a grey or brown when 
mixed together. When placed NEXT to each other, they show high contrast and can 
create dramatic visual effects because of their differences. Example: Blue and orange
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Tracing

1.) Choose one of the crystal pictures and write your name on it. 
2.) Use pencil and LIGHTLY trace your crystal, centered on your paper. 
3.) Go  over your drawing using Sharpie. (thick, thin, or a combination of both.)

NOTE: If your reference picture has shading details, you may, but do not need to include those. 
Just trace all the facets (sides and edges.)

GOALS:
● Crystal is centered on your paper
● Crystal is traced neatly, LIGHTLY, and accurately.
● Sharpie work is neatly done.
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Adding Watercolor-Pencil Shading

1. Choose three analogous colors from 
the watercolor pencil choices.: 
(Analogous colors  are next to or 
near each other on the color wheel 
and have something in common.)

2. Use combinations of these colors to 
lightly add value to every section of your 
crystal, creating smooth  transitions from 
dark to light.

Notice that some sections in the 
example have ONE color fading down or 
up, and some sections have TWO 
colors, fading from opposite ends 
towards each other. 

Do not color any section in SOLID. Also, 
the texture of the paper will result in 
some white showing. THIS IS OK.

GOALS:
● Color work is smooth and shows a 

range of value through varied pressure.
● You have mixed and matched your 

color choices creatively.
● Each facet (side) is different than the 

one immediately next to it.
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GOOD COLORING EXAMPLES

POOR COLORING EXAMPLE
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Creating the Paint Effect!

Use a small brush and water to dissolve the pencil color in each section. 
(Too much water will create puddles you can’t control, using a small brush will prevent this problem.)

● Work ONE section at a time.
● Allow a section to dry before painting the one next to it to prevent bleeding.
● If you used more than one color in a section, Allow the colors to blend as you paint it.

GOALS:
● Each section is blended smoothly and neatly. 
● No white paper remains visible on your crystal.
● No drips or splatters in the background, ---paint work is neatly and carefully done!
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OPTIONAL Masking and Spraying

You can cut out your reference drawing and use it as a mask if you want to spray/splatter the 
background of your painting with liquid watercolors. You can also choose to not mask the painting and 

allow some of the splatters to land on your crystal.

Cut out reference crystal.                   Apply a few SMALL tape           Cover your painting
                                                           rolls to the back                          and spray!

Your Sprayed colors might be complementary to your crystal colors, meaning opposite on 
the color wheel and having nothing in common.

You might prefer that your spray colors are Analogous  to your crystal colors, meaning 
similar , near each other on the color wheel, and having something in common.

Masking Instructions:
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OPTIONAL Glitter Glue:

EASY OPTION:
Glitter glue may be spread on your dried crystal painting for an overall sparkly sheen. Use 
your finger or a brush to spread the glitter around.

HARDER OPTION:
Glitter glue may be used to outline lines in your crystal painting. Squeeze lines from the 
tube and let dry without disturbing.

Example with SPREAD GLITTER       Example  with Glitter OUTLINES
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